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AdWords Business Post-Campaign Strategy Report 

Executive Summary 

Campaign Overview: The Children’s Science Center is a non-profit children’s science 

museum focused on hands-on STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math).  

education in Fairfax, Virginia. CSC’s online marketing goals are to: 1) increase the number 

of page views on their website, 2) increase the number of online reservations for birthday 

parties and camps, and 3) increase overall awareness of the lab location and upcoming 

events. In order to accomplish these goals, an AdWords campaign ran from March 25 to 

April 14 with a $250.00 budget. Campaign goals were established based on key performance 

indicators: 192 clicks, 19,231 impressions, an average CPC of $1.30, and a CTR of 1%. Four 

search campaigns, Brand, Camps, Birthday Party, and Workshops & Classes, were 

maintained using 39 Ad Groups, 304 ads, and 1,511 keywords to achieve the objectives. 

Key Results: The majority of the established goals were exceeded by CSC’s AdWords 

campaign. All Search Campaigns resulted in a total of 221 clicks, an average CPC of $1.13, 

and a CTR of 3.80%.  The goal for impressions was overestimated, only gathering 5,818 total 

impressions, due to the highly targeted optimization strategy used in CSC’s account. The top 

two performing campaigns were Brand and Workshops & Classes. The Brand Campaign 

generated the most clicks (83) while also achieving the highest CTR of 8.46%.  The 

Workshops & Classes Campaign showed the greatest improvement over the course of the 

three-week time period.  Its CTR increased from 2.87% in week one to 5.52% by the end of 

week three. The campaign’s CPC also improved, decreasing from $1.21 in week one to $1.14 

by the end of week three. The Children’s Science Lab Ad Group in the Brand Campaign 

was the top performing Ad Group achieving a CTR of 30.77% and an average CPC of $0.89. 

Conclusion: Through team collaboration across CSC’s account, optimization efforts led to a 

weekly increase in CTR, an improved average position, and a decrease in average CPC. 

Optimization techniques such as Bid Adjustments, Location Targeting, and Ad 

Scheduling were used to constantly improve the account’s metrics. All campaigns performed 

well, however two were unable to reach their full potential due to the limited $250 budget.  

Further Recommendations: Due to the success of this campaign, it is highly recommended 

CSC continue to use AdWords as an online marketing tool. If CSC were to increase the 

budgets of their campaigns, it is predicted that they will achieve even greater success, as all 

of their impressions were limited according to the Search Lost IS (Budget) column. All of 

the optimization techniques used during the three week period should be maintained by CSC 

in order to continue the growth of CSC’s online marketing presence.   
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Industry Component 

Campaign Overview: During the campaign window, CSC’s online marketing goals were to: 

1) increase the number of page views on their website, 2) increase the number of online 

reservations for birthday parties and camps, and 3) increase overall awareness of the lab 

location and upcoming events. 

Four campaigns were 

designed to reach these goals: 

Brand, Camps, Birthday 

Party, and Workshops & 

Classes. The four campaigns 

and the number of associated 

Ad Groups, ads and keywords are found in Figure 1. The Google Keyword Planner and 

Search Terms Reports were used to generate relevant keywords. Overall campaign goals 

were to achieve a 1.00% CTR, $1.30 CPC, 19,231 impressions, and 192 clicks.  

 In terms of operational details, the 21-day campaign began on March 25th and ran 

until April 14th. The $250 budget was scheduled to be distributed 20% in week one, 30% in 

week two, and 50% in week three. Actual spending varied slightly on a daily basis, but 

overall ad spend was consistent with the weekly goal as shown in Table 1. After analyzing 

the week one metrics, budgets for each campaign were reallocated based the Search Lost IS 

(budget) feature in AdWords.  The Brand and Workshops & Classes were rewarded with 

the majority of the budget due to their potential to gather more impressions. The daily 

budgets for the two lowest-performing campaigns, Birthday Party and Camps, were 

reduced based on average CPC so they were eligible to receive one to two clicks per day. 

 Three team members were responsible for managing their individual campaigns with 

two additional team members working in conjunction to manage the fourth. In order to ensure 

success across the account, collaborative discussion sessions were held twice a week. In 

addition to meeting twice a week, a team Google Drive folder was used to brainstorm new 

Figure 1: Account Structure 
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ideas, track weekly statistics, and oversee account performance. The Keyword Planner was 

used to identify and develop a list of initial keywords to be used in each Ad Group to gain 

impressions quickly. In order to further refine the keyword lists to increase relevancy, the 

Search Terms Report proved beneficial to generate highly targeted keywords and recognize 

negative keywords, such as [summer camp in vienna austria] in the Summer Day Camp Ad 

Group in the Camps Campaign. From day one of the account going live, A/B Testing was 

used in order to generate the most relevant ad possible. Each Ad Group contained at least two 

enabled desktop ads and one enabled mobile ad throughout the three-week campaign 

window. Each ad had a specific call to action based on their targeted device, such as “Call 

The Children’s Science Center” for mobile optimized ads. The Ad Preview and Diagnostics 

Tool was used to learn which keywords were receiving impressions for certain search terms. 

Ad Extensions such as sitelinks were established at the campaign level and incorporated into 

every Ad Group to aid in increasing Quality Score and to create a more engaging ad. In order 

to find new ways to optimize the account and generate a higher level of search traffic, various 

types of AdWords Reports were run frequently in order to assess account performance.  

Evolution of the Campaign Strategy: As the campaign evolved, three key strategies 

emerged to help improve the account’s overall performance. Bid Adjustments, Location 

Targeting, and Ad Scheduling proved to be successful over time. Manual Keyword Bid 

Adjustments were utilized to guarantee all ads were eligible for a first page position. After a 

week of observation, Manual Bid Adjustments were optimized to decrease the average 

CPC. This strategy successfully resulted in the ability to maintain a first page position at a 

minimal cost. Mobile Bid Adjustments were added during week 2 for Ad Groups receiving 

higher CTR’s for mobile ads in order to optimize the overall CTR. In addition to using 

Mobile Bid Adjustments for optimizing CTR, it was used to gain more control and obtain a 

higher overall average position. As a result, 59% of all clicks came from mobile devices.  

 Location Targeting was originally set at the campaign level and strategically 

targeted to the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area and the state of Virginia. Realizing that 

this location target was too broad for the preferred audience, radius targeting was established 

during week 2 to increase relevance.  During the second week, the Workshops & Classes 

Campaign set layered radius targeting at 10.0 km, 36.0 km, and 50.0 km. By making these 

location changes, the team was able to identify Fairfax County, Virginia as the leading 

market area with the most interest in the client and highest CTR. The location target was 

further refined to include all zip codes and average household income within Fairfax County. 

Through this optimization technique, the group was able to gather valuable data for CSC. For 
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example, it was discovered that potential consumers with an average income of the top 10% 

generated the most web traffic with a CTR of 13.33%. 

 During the final week, Ad Scheduling was introduced in the Camps Campaign in an 

attempt to optimize CTR with higher bids being placed at well performing times. One 

example of this strategy was an increased bid adjustment of 15% during the 8AM to 12PM 

time period on Mondays. The impact of this adjustment was recognized, as the campaign 

received a 3.67% CTR during this time period. Overall, this strategy affected the campaign 

by allowing ads to be shown during well performing times of the day during the last week. 

Key Results: CSC surpassed the majority of its goals throughout the duration of the three-

week time period and used $249.69 of the $250.00 budget. CSC was able to gather 221 clicks 

which was above the original goal of 192 clicks with almost one-third less the projected 

impressions. Consequently, CSC earned a 3.80% CTR resulting in a 280% increase from the 

projected goal of a 1% CTR in the Search Network. The account’s actual average CPC of 

$1.13 was 13.80% lower than the original projected value of a $1.30.  

 As expected, the Brand Campaign received the highest recorded metrics across the 

account with 83 clicks, an 8.46% CTR, an average CPC of $1.07, and an average position of 

1.5. Table 2 displays metrics for individual campaigns and overall account performance.  

  The Science Center for 

Children Ad Group was the 

account’s top performing Ad Group 

with 62 clicks, a 13.11% CTR, an 

average CPC of $1.09, and an 

average position of 1.1. This Ad 

Group contained two of the account’s top performing keywords: science center museum and 

science centre with a CTR of 12.55% and 12.35%, respectively. At the end of week one, 

these keywords were identified and added to the Ad Group using the Keyword Planner and 

Search Term Report. The Keyword Planner aided in adding relevant, frequently searched 

keywords. The Search Term Report assisted in finding common misspellings and unique 

search terms, such as “centre.” The use of these tools, along with other optimization 

techniques, resulted in a CPC decrease from $1.30 at the end of week one to $1.09 by the end 

of week three. The top three performing keywords for the entire account are in Table 3 on 

page 5.  At the start of the campaign, keywords such as “Kids STEM Workshops Near Me” 

were added to capitalize on mobile searches in the targeted area. To the team’s surprise, these 

keywords were ineffective and later paused due to their inability to gain any impressions. 
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 In total, the account contained 304 ads. Constant use of A/B testing ensured the best 

performing ads were enabled at all times. Each ad was evaluated after two to three days of 

A/B testing and low performing ads 

were paused and replaced with new ad 

copy. This new ad copy was 

strategically created to contain the Ad 

Group’s top performing keywords. Ad copy optimization included capitalizing the first letter 

of all words, proper punctuation in the first description line for extended ad headlines, and a 

device specific call to action. As a result of this 

optimization, ads improved and the top 

performing ad is shown in Figure 2.  

 When included, Ad Extensions vastly 

improved the performance of CSC’s ads. 

Sitelinks Extensions proved to be highly beneficial to the account’s success. CSC received 

80.54% of their total clicks when Sitelinks Extensions were shown. Ads with Sitelinks 

Extensions also received a CTR of 4.50% and an average CPC of $1.12. Call Extensions 

proved to be successful for mobile ads. When shown, ads with Call Extensions received a 

CTR of 5.76% and an average CPC of $1.05. Both Sitelinks Extensions and Call 

Extensions produced a higher CTR and lower average CPC than the account’s overall CTR 

of 3.80% and average CPC of $1.13. From 

a learning standpoint, the team failed at 

getting three of the four Structured 

Snippet Extensions approved. The one 

that was approved realized a CTR of 

12.24% and proved to be highly 

successful. 

 As displayed in Figure 3, the 

account showed an increase in average CTR from 2.61% in week one to 4.72% in week three 

and a decrease in average CPC from $1.20 in week one to $1.10 in week three. Additionally, 

the account saw a rise in average position, improving from 3.5 in week one to 3.1 in week 

three. The Workshops & Classes Campaign showed the greatest week to week 

improvement through optimization, increasing its CTR from 2.87% in week one to 5.52% in 

week three. Successfully performing keywords that were not relevant to their Ad Group were 

divided into new Ad Groups to increase relevance of ads and Quality Score. For example, the 

Figure 2: Top Performing Ad 

Figure 3: Avg. CTR and CPC by Week 

Table 3: Top Performing Keywords 
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Children’s Science Classes Ad Group was refined into three Ad Groups: Children’s 

Science Classes, Children’s Science Programs, and Children’s Science Workshops.  

 For ROI, the team decided to define cost as the $250 initial investment plus the 

possible labor costs of running an AdWords account. The additional labor costs may include 

CSC hiring a PPC manager of their own, which, according to Glassdoor, earns an average 

annual salary of $43,000. Another option for CSC may be to enlist the services of a digital 

marketing agency, which, according to Entrepreneur.com, ranges in monthly fees from 

$1,000 to $3,000. The cost for hiring an agency for a three-week period would be an average 

of $1,500.  The cost for hiring a digital marketing employee for a three-week period would be 

an average of $2,500, plus the $250 cost in AdWords. Since CSC did not track conversions, 

returns may only be defined as clicks to their website. During the campaign, CSC generated 

221 clicks. In order to achieve a positive ROI, CSC would need to value each click above 

$6.79 to justify hiring an agency, or $11.31 to justify hiring a digital marketing employee.  

Conclusions: The three-week AdWords campaign greatly exceeded expectations for CSC. 

By earning a CTR of 3.80%, a CPC of $1.13, and 221 clicks, this campaign proved CSC can 

have an extremely successful online presence. Through optimization techniques, such as 

Manual Bid Adjustments, Location Targeting, Mobile Bid Adjustments, Ad Scheduling, 

Ad Extensions, and A/B Testing, the team learned how to constantly improve the account’s 

overall metrics. Successful budgeting strategy allowed for the spending of nearly all of the 

allocated $250 budget. Due to a limited budget, competitive Campaigns such as Camps and 

Birthday Party were unable to reach their full potential, often falling below the estimated 

first page bid. Throughout the three weeks, the team was able to conclude that if the budget 

had been less-restricted, the Camps Campaign and Birthday Party Campaign could reach 

their full potential. 

Future Recommendations: CSC’s key marketing personnel should undoubtedly consider 

implementing AdWords into their online marketing strategy as soon as possible. It is 

recommended, however, CSC increases the $250 budget for future campaigns. After analysis 

of account metrics and the Search Lost IS (Budget) column, it is advised that the budget be 

allocated 30% each for Brand and Workshops, and 20% each for Camps and Birthdays, 

regardless of the size of the budget. If CSC would like to get a better estimate of ROI, they 

should consider implementing Conversion Tracking. All of the successful tactics previously 

described regarding keyword generation, ad creation, and bid optimization used during this 

campaign should be maintained in order to continue the growth of CSC’s already impressive 

metrics.  

https://www.glassdoor.com/Salaries/ppc-analyst-salary-SRCH_KO0,11.htm
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/252933
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Learning Component 

Learning Objectives and Outcomes: Our team entered the Google Online Marketing 

Challenge (GOMC) with a communal passion for digital marketing. From the very 

beginning, the team shared a collective desire to succeed and support our non-profit client, 

CSC. Through the GOMC, we set out to learn how to successfully optimize an AdWords 

account to support the underlying marketing goals of CSC. Additionally, we were determined 

to understand how to optimize CSC’s AdWords campaign given strict budget and time 

limitations. All learning expectations were not only met, but exceeded.  

In just a three-week timespan, the GOMC was able to teach an abundance of 

invaluable lessons. The experience of participating in the GOMC taught critical skills that 

can be used throughout our future careers in search engine marketing. We learned how to 

effectively manage an AdWords account and utilize its features and tools to drive success for 

a client given their unique online marketing goals. We also learned how to analyze data and 

subsequently use AdWords’ various tools and settings (e.g., Ad Scheduling, Location 

Settings, etc.) to refine the account. We discovered AdWords account managers gain great 

control over bids by using Bid Adjustments. Account managers can bid up on specific 

devices, location settings, average household income, and even the time the ad is scheduled 

to run. We also learned Ad Scheduling allows the user to choose specific times the ad will be 

eligible to appear. Location Settings is an additional tool the team discovered to help target 

potential customers. This tool allows the user to select and target specific states, counties, zip 

codes, and average household income levels. Learning to use the labels column was 

extremely useful for internal team communication when managing the account. The Summer 

Camps Campaign especially benefited from the labels column considering it was managed 

by two team members simultaneously.  

 A key outcome the team will remember is the observed increases in metrics due to 

calculated optimizations and account restructuring. In order to maximize effectiveness, it was 

critical for the team to optimize the account to be more narrowly targeted. We saw significant 

improvement from adding negative keywords and developing new Ad Groups from keywords 

that were performing successfully but lacked relevancy to their current Ad Group.  

 As an expected outcome of participating in the GOMC, our team gained first-hand 

experience maintaining client relations while managing an AdWords campaign. These skills 

will prove beneficial throughout our careers as digital marketers. Because of the GOMC, four 

out of five team members secured full-time employment in search engine marketing prior to 
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graduation and all five time members became Google AdWords Certified.  An unexpected 

outcome we experienced was receiving an average position of one or two while maintaining a 

Max. CPC below the first page bid requirement for certain keywords. This realization helped 

to continuously reduce the overall account-level average CPC throughout the campaign.  

Group Dynamics: The biggest challenge the group faced during the GOMC was finding 

available times for all team members to meet due to differing class times, part-time 

employment, or collegiate athletics. We overcame scheduling conflicts by maintaining 

communication using a team Google Drive folder, Gmail and other digital communication 

tools. These tools allowed the group to share ideas and edit content from remote locations. As 

an expected outcome of working as a group, team synergy was formed from each team 

member’s unique background and experiences. Collaborating and sharing our combined 

knowledge built team cohesion and ultimately led to greater success in the GOMC. An 

unexpected outcome was the level of trust our team was able to develop for one another. 

Over time, team members felt comfortable making changes in any of the campaigns.  

Client Dynamics: Partnering with CSC for the GOMC was a very positive experience. 

CSC’s marketing team was excited to advertise using AdWords and expand their digital 

presence. Several conference calls with CSC’s marketing team took place before the start of 

the campaign in order to align the AdWords strategy with their goals. One team member also 

visited CSC’s lab in order to provide the team with a stronger understanding of their 

offerings, lab space, and corporate culture. Our team communicated with the client on a 

weekly basis in order to avoid discrepancies between our actions and their goals. CSC’s 

marketing team was helpful, easy to contact, quick to respond, and willing to learn and grow 

with us. As an expected outcome of working with the client, we were able to learn common 

industry terms and valuable information about CSC’s customers and main competitors. As an 

unexpected outcome of working with the client, the team earned the trust of our client and 

received permission to freely structure and manage the optimization of the AdWords account. 

Future Recommendations: If our team participated in the GOMC again, we recommend our 

client understand and utilize Google Analytics to a greater degree for optimization purposes. 

Additionally, the client should receive educational training from AdWords certified 

professionals before the start of the campaign on common AdWords terms to ensure fluid 

communication. In regards to group dynamics, a Google Drive folder and the Labels column 

within AdWords are recommended to promote active collaboration. For client dynamics, 

regularly scheduled meetings allowed for open communication in order to ensure proper 

measures were being taken to achieve set goals.   
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Impact Statement – Children’s Science Center 

Non-profit Information: The Children’s Science 

Center (CSC) is located in Northern Virginia and is 

dedicated to instilling a love of learning in children 

in the areas of Science, Technology, Engineering, 

and Math (STEM).  The hands-on lab facility is 

located at 11948 Fair Oaks Mall, Fairfax, Virginia 

22033, and their website is childsci.org. Marketing Manager, Dorothy Ready, is in charge of 

CSC’s marketing and can be reached at (703) 648-3130. 

How the Non-Profit is Making a Social Impact: CSC was developed in 2004 when the 

creators noticed a complete absence of a museum designed for and dedicated to children. At 

the time, Northern Virginia was the largest metropolitan area in the U.S. without a child-

focused museum. Compared to other nations, in the early 2000s, the U.S. ranked below the 

top ten in standardized STEM testing. In order for the U.S. to solve global challenges, such as 

health care and national security, it is integral for children to begin to immerse themselves in 

STEM education at a young age. CSC fills the void in children’s education that may not be 

emphasized in the public school system.  Through hands-on STEM education techniques, 

they are teaching children how to make informed decisions in an increasingly technological 

era. This experience can influence future career choices and ignite their passion for learning.  

 CSC’s vision is “to create a world class children’s science museum by 2020.” At its 

inception, CSC was an organization that provided on site workshops and programs to public 

elementary schools and community centers. After experiencing a wealth of growth and 

support from the community, CSC’s lab facility opened its doors to the public in 2015. All 

revenues and donations recognized by CSC are allocated to their museum vision. The lab 

provides four education stations through which STEM activities are practiced. These four 

areas include a Discovery Zone, Tinker Shop, Inspiration Hub, and Experiment Bar. In 

addition, CSC offers field trips, birthday parties, camps, workshops, and classes that promote 

and teach STEM principles to the Northern Virginia community.  

 Throughout CSC’s journey, they have become an anchor in their community for 

STEM, filling a critical need in the area’s current learning ecosystem. Continuing to support 

this worthy cause will certainly make a social impact on the next generation of learners.   

How the AdWords Campaign was Designed to Meet the Non-Profit’s Goals: At the 

beginning of the campaign, our team met with Ms. Ready to learn about CSC’s mission and 

values in order to align the campaign strategy with CSC’s internal marketing goals. Since the 
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CSC lab is a relatively new facility, their goals are not only to generate revenue, but also to 

build awareness for and drive traffic to their new location. Each AdWords campaign was 

created with the intention of accomplishing one or both of these goals. The Brand 

Campaign assisted current and potential customers searching for the CSC brand. The 

Workshops and Classes campaign was designed to promote CSC’s programs that are 

offered on a variety of STEM topics. The Birthday Campaign educated CSC’s consumers 

about their interactive birthday party programs. The Summer Camps Campaign provided 

information about CSC’s summer camp themes and day sessions for different grade levels. 

Campaign Summary: Over the three-week campaign period search network campaigns 

obtained an overall click through rate (CTR) of 3.80% 

while using $249.69 of the $250 budget. The four 

campaigns produced 5,818 impressions and 221 

clicks, with an average CPC of $1.13. The most 

successful campaign was the Brand Campaign with 

83 clicks and a CTR of 8.46%. The Workshops and 

Classes campaign also performed well, with 63 clicks, and an overall CTR of 5.52%. 

How AdWords Impacted the Non-Profit’s Mission: CSC’s mission statement is “to instill 

a love of learning STEM in all children by providing unique opportunities to explore, create, 

and be inspired.” AdWords helped CSC’s mission by driving traffic to its site and building 

awareness for its various hands-on STEM offerings. This boost in awareness in CSC’s 

services allows them to generate revenue so they can focus resources on achieving their 

vision of opening a full scale children’s museum in the area.  

Future AdWords Recommendations: After observing continued success throughout the 

three-week period, it is recommended that CSC continue to utilize AdWords as a digital 

marketing tool. CSC should continue to maintain the Brand Campaign, Workshops and 

Classes Campaign, and Birthday Party Campaign because they positively impacted CSC’s 

ROI. If the Summer Camps Campaign is to be maintained, it may be necessary to increase 

the budget in order to gain a higher position and increase CTR because of the high 

competition for those keywords. In order to improve the account’s Quality Score, CSC may 

want to update their website with relevant keywords such as educational, kids, and 

programs. The Google Ad Grants Program is changing the world by giving nonprofits 

$10,000 per month of in-kind advertising to gain more visibility, volunteers, and donations 

through AdWords. CSC would benefit from this valuable opportunity as they continue to 

grow to be a leading children’s science museum in the Washington, DC area. 


